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BEAUTY AND THE BEACH!

Email Marketing Blast: Promotional email blast for SWIMWEAR FASHION LINE & online boutique 

!
[subject] Beauties: Let the Beach cure your winter blues!  
[inner header] Get some Beach without the expensive airfare 

[body] Fashion doesn’t have to stay on the streets – Beauty and the Beach believes women should feel just as chic and 
beautiful on the shore. 

Beauty and the Beach Hawaii, new online beachwear boutique, launches just in time for holiday gift-giving—or a little treat 
for yourself, once you’ve checked your list twice! 

Shop Hawaiian designers’ looks at www.bandthebhawaii.com, and find beautiful beach treasures – from unique swimwear to 
designer cover-ups, jewelry and beach bags. 

Enter HOLIDAYS at check-out to receive 10% off your order. 

Also sign-up for Beauty and the Beach Hawaii’s mailing list by 1/15/09, and be entered to win beach accessories.* 

Don’t forget to add us as friends on Facebook and Myspace for future discounts, announcements and contests! 

!
*One winner will be selected at random from all email entries made by 11:59pm (HST) on January 15th, 2009. Winner will be alerted 
via email, and must claim prize by noon (HST) February 15th, 2009, or another entry will be chosen at random and previous winner 
will be disqualified. Winner must claim prize by responding by the deadline with name, contact, and mailing information to the prize 
announcement email from Beauty and the Beach Hawaii. Prize-claiming email response must be sent from the same email account as 
the winning email selected; responses or forwards from other email addresses will be disregarded. 
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BEAUTY AND THE BEACH!

CONSUMER AD: AD CONTENT FOR POPULAR CONSUMER BLOG 

!
[subject] "Beach Session" 

[body] You're sick of the snow. 
Your great aunt gave you a kitten t-shirt for Christmas. Again. And your boyfriend keeps the thermostat set to 'Arctic.' 

Bitch, bitch, bitch. 

Turn that bitch session into a Beach session with 10% off Hawaiian-designer fashions at Beauty and the Beach, the new 
online boutique that brings a unique island chic to the mainland.  
Boasting the best of Hawaii style, all swimwear, clothing and accessories are designed by local designers and each piece 
makes you feel like you're on vacation. 

Even when the winter shows no sign of giving you a break. Beach, beach, beach. 
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CLEARWIRE!

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS: C-SUITE COMMUNICATIONS TO INTERNAL STAFF 

Straight Talk with Sievert – Elevator Speech 
Like any growing company, our having a clear and differentiated message and identity is one of the keys to our success in the 
marketplace. Our position is especially unique in that we’re one of the first to enter this particular marketplace – but that only means 
that a strong message is that much more important. We’re making a mark – the first mark – in the 4G mobile broadband space, and that 
mark has to resonate with our audience if we’re to stake our claim as a leader in the landscape. 
To that end, we’ve amassed a team of impressive marketing professionals and a talented sales force who are working to build just that. 
But that’s not enough. Every one of our Clearwire partners are marketers. They’re sales people. They’re our “front-line.” 
Whenever friends or family – or a stranger who strikes up conversation on the bus – asks you what Clearwire does, what makes us 
special, what do you say? There may be as many answers to those questions as there are partners at Clearwire. That doesn’t make for a 
very strong, clear message. 
To help, I’d like to share a bit of an ‘elevator speech’ so you can confidently field those questions and so that every partner feels 
empowered as the face of Clearwire. !
What is CLEAR? 
CLEAR is super fast mobile internet that is with you not just over square feet, but over square miles. You’ll be connected all across town 
with the same fast, easy and full internet experience you have at home.  It’s a new 4G technology that’s being rolled out in cities across 
the US.  And, it’s about the same price as your current home internet. !
Why CLEAR? 
Because internet is pretty good when you’re at home or the office – but finding a connection when you leave home, and the speeds you 
get if you can find one, can be challenging. 
Even set-up is a breeze. Insert a thumb-sized modem into any computer’s USB port, or you can get one of the new laptops or netbooks 
with CLEAR 4G WiMAX built right in, and you’re set. !
The bottom line is this – and it may be all you need to say; call it an escalator speech – because it works as fast outside as it does inside, 
it’s really the only internet connection you need.



NORDSTROM!

ARTICLE LEAD-IN: COMPANY-WIDE EDUCATIONAL ARTICLE ABOUT CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

!
Imagine being expected to follow directions shouted at you in a foreign language.  

Imagine having to sleep at your workstation to accommodate your overtime schedule.  

Imagine being timed in the restroom by your manager. 

These scenarios may seem far-fetched, but they are anything but imaginary for many factory workers around the world 
whose daily lives consist of these kinds of human rights abuses and more. And it is these very kinds of scenarios – involving 
Child Labor, Forced Labor, Harassment and Abuse – that make it imperative to have an experienced team in place to assist in 
a responsible sourcing process, mitigate risk to the Company, and oversee the conditions in which Nordstrom goods are 
manufactured. 
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NORDSTROM!

PR: STATEMENT WRITTEN IN THE ‘NORDSTROM VOICE’ FOR DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, PUBLISHED IN FAIR FACTORIES 

CLEARINGHOUSE PRESS RELEASE AND WEBSITE 

!
“Nordstrom believes that increased partnership between retailers is an important step toward creating better working 
conditions for factory workers across the globe, and values the FFC's efforts toward this end. The FFC has created a valuable 
tool that takes the uncertainty out of sharing factory and audit information, and gives brands an organized forum to work 
together. This allows for a more unified remediation message and approach from retailers while also using audit time and 
dollars more effectively.” 

[Name] 
Director, Corporate Social Responsibility, Nordstrom 
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BEAUTY AND THE BEACH!

PRESS RELEASE 

 
Beauty and the Beach Launches Signature Swim Collection, Online Boutique, and Features Fellow Local Designers !

The unique designs by local Hawaiian designers are making a splash in the beachwear community. !
HAIKU, HAWAII– (February 20, 2009) – Beauty and the Beach Hawaii (www.beautyandthebeachhawaii.com), a recently-launched 
Hawaii-based swimwear label and online boutique, has hit the ground running. Started by two young, local entrepreneurs, the 
beachwear start-up is a tribute to all things Hawaii and has seen promising success in its early days. Featuring their own line of 
swimwear and beach accessories, along with products that have all been designed and made by fellow Hawaiian talent, the company 
brings beach chic to the mainland and beyond. 
“We’re so excited about the reception we’ve been getting already,” says Katie Wilson, co-owner of Beauty and the Beach. “We just really 
wanted to do something to celebrate and give back to our communities, and provide something fun and special to women elsewhere. 
We’re thrilled it’s working so far.’ 
The boutique was started out of the co-owners' passion for the Hawaiian beaches and lifestyle. The line embodies the island vibe, with 
swimwear that ranges from fun and flirty, to surf-ready, to retro-cool. The pair also felt local designers were not getting the attention 
they deserved, and created an online store to carry all locally-designed beachwear and jewelry.  !
“We love the traditions, culture and style of the Hawaiian Islands,” continues Katie. “It’s home to so many wonderful designers of 
swimwear, clothing and jewelry, and by offering products from other Hawaiian designers along with our own local designs, we are 
letting people on the mainland – or anywhere – have a little piece of that. We’re proud to help promote this lifestyle we love.” 
Some of those other designers the online boutique will showcase include: 
    * Wings Hawaii – An all-women-run clothing and jewelry company based in Maui, Wings Hawaii features a variety of handmade 
jewelry and hand-screened clothing. 
    * Pompei Beach – The line of designer swimwear by Pompei Beach was created by Elena Pompei, a Maui-based pro-windsurfer. 
    * Jules’ Jewels – The product line from this company features an array of unique hand-strung and hand-knotted jewelry offerings 
featuring semi precious stones and hand-picked Hawaiian shells. 

(more) !!



BEAUTY AND THE BEACH!

PRESS RELEASE: CONT. 
!
  * Safari Blue – Sara McKusick designs these fun, sporty swimsuits that are perfect for surfing or just looking gorgeous on the beach. 
   * Ginger 13 – This eclectic Oahu designer offers a unique line of jewelry ranging from mix-and-match earrings sets to vintage trinket 
necklaces, including some eco-friendly pieces made out of recycled glass. 
    * Chicks with Sticks – Beauty and the Beach co-owner Tami Snodgrass’ off-the-wall, surf-inspired, hand-screened t-shirts. 
* Tiger Lily – Maui-made earrings and bracelets with flower and shell designs by Linda Whigham. 
* Maui Beach Sheets – Jody Baldwin creates these huge, gorgeous Aloha-print beach sheets that liven up any beach trip. !
About Beauty and the Beach 
Beauty and the Beach is a Haiku, Hawaii-based designer beachwear company that was started by local young entrepreneurs Katie 
Wilson and Tami Snodgrass. The online boutique features product lines designed and created by Hawaiian companies and designers, 
including Beauty and the Beach’s own private-label designs. To learn more about Beauty and the Beach, visit the Web site at http://
www.beautyandthebeachhawaii.com.  !
CONTACT:  
Heather Allison / mainland rep  Kathleen Wilson / co-owner 
heather@bandthebhawaii.com   katie@beautyandthebeachhawaii.com 
206.214.6777     808.280.7665        

# # # 
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NEWCOM INTERNATIONAL!

PRODUCT COPY: TECHNOLOGY 

SecureSat 
Your critical data is just that – critical. You need it secure, and you need it fast. With normal VPN over a satellite, encryption often 
comes with the sacrifice of performance and responsiveness. 
NewCom's SecureSat UDGateway has found a way to give you both. By caching, accelerating and compressing all data with 
WANcompress, it dramatically improves your communications and data transmission over satellite, giving you speed and protection. 
Key Benefits: 
·         Better responsiveness of real-time applications like web browsing, secure communications, and video/voice technology 
·         Accelerates applications before encryption 
·         Works in pure satellite environments and hybrid infrastructures 
·         Local Area Network protection 
·         Features replace router, firewall, and antivirus – resulting in less installation time and less cost !!
Videoconferencing Solutions 
Gain efficiency and save on travel costs with NewCom's videoconferencing and collaboration service, VideoMeetings, offering tools 
and technology to work and communicate better across the globe. 
Our new service allows you to collaborate with international staff and conduct field trainings, all without leaving the office. With high 
voice quality and affordability, even for low-bandwidth connections, VideoMeetings can enhance any company's efficiency and 
productivity. 
Key Features: 
·         Broadcast and collaborate in real-time with interactive tools 
·         Create flexible meeting 'rooms' with different join-options 
·         Text or voice chat with other attendees, publicly or privately 
·         Full Duplex audio and video capabilities 
·         Multi-platform environment 
·         Tech support 
·         No purchase of expensive hardware required 



NORDSTROM!

SPEECH: PORTION OF SPEECH WRITTEN FOR VP OF NORDSTROM PRODUCT GROUP, GIVEN AT ORGANIC EXCHANGE CONFERENCE 

!
Thank you... 
I know many of you may have had an opportunity to shop at Nordstrom, but you may not be quite as familiar with Nordstrom as a 
company, so I’d like to start by telling you a little bit about our history and culture, and show a short video highlighting some exciting 
2007 events and store openings. 
We were founded in 1901 as a shoe store in Seattle, and today Nordstrom operates 101 Full-Line Stores, 51 Nordstrom Racks, two 
Jeffrey boutiques, four Façonnable boutiques, one freestanding shoe store and two clearance stores. We are known as a fashion specialty 
retailer offering apparel, shoes, cosmetics and accessories for women, men and children. 
This video will hopefully give you an idea of the spirit and culture of Nordstrom, and of our goal to provide our customers with quality, 
service and a positive retail experience... 
...What I hope you’ve seen from the video is that Nordstrom values are intrinsically linked with our customers. 
We strive to better serve our customers by offering Nordstrom-labeled products that offer the quality, fit, fashion, value and size 
selection that fit their varied lifestyles. 
The first Nordstrom-labeled product was the “Soap ‘n Water” saddle shoe, which was developed by Nordstrom in the 1950s to meet 
customer demand for a similar style that was already available in the marketplace. Nordstrom crafted a better fitting shoe, offered it in 
more sizes and sold it for less than the competition. 
Today, Nordstrom Product Group continues that level of customer service by designing, manufacturing and managing products for our 
stores under more than 50 Brands, which you may or may not recognize as exclusive to Nordstrom. Classiques Entier, Tesori, 
Semantics, Halogen, Caslon, Pure Stuff and several other labels aim to carry on our tradition of high fashion and high quality. 
There hadn’t been any customer demand for sustainable fibers when we joined Organic Exchange and, at first, there wasn’t much 
support for the initiative. 
But we were looking ahead to more sustainable manufacturing trends and looking to have a more positive impact on the communities 
where we source our products, so we pushed the idea -- believing that it was the right thing to do. 

!



NORDSTROM!

SPEECH: CONT. 

Nordstrom joined Organic Exchange five years ago with the hope of growing our organic cotton strategy through continuous learning 
and strong partnership development. 
We planned for a steady increase in the use of organic fibers in our products – starting small and gradually working toward bigger 
goals; hoping to grow the initiatives into a Nordstrom way of life. 
Our plan for 2007 was [xxx],000 pounds, which represents [x]% of our overall cotton usage. We’re already on target to surpass that, and 
our long-term goal is to have [xx]% of our cotton usage be organic by 2011. 
Many of our men’s dress shirts contain 5% organic fibers, and we have designed some products, like our towels and bedding, with 100% 
organic cotton. 
Nordstrom brands like Stem in our TBD department, and active brands like Zella, are fashion specialty brands that have been designed 
and marketed around a sustainable product concept. 
While they hadn’t demanded it when we started, our customers are starting to become more aware of the environmental benefits of 
using organic cotton. People can’t pick up a publication without seeing stories around environmental issues and sustainability, and we 
continue to expand our program in the hopes that our customers find these issues as important as we do. 
Our plan to grow our organic cotton usage wasn’t without its obstacles – we heard concerns from our Brands about increased costs, or 
fears about potential lower quality. And we’ve all heard stories about longer lead times and supply shortages. But we were confident that 
there could be a way to achieve our goals and overcome these perceptions and obstacles. 
We believe the key to success is to keep focusing on goals, and working to achieve them one at a time – researching the right steps and 
focusing on connecting the dots. 
So we started to tackle these concerns one by one. We asked our suppliers to look at their suppliers, working backward into our Supply 
Chain and attempting to bring everyone together to resolve any issues and formulate a plan. 
Through this process, we tried to address any underlying challenges – education, market-building, awareness, making connections 
between key parties. 
Earlier this year we helped to develop and sponsor an Organic Exchange conference in Hong Kong, where brands and suppliers came 
together to learn about the state of the cotton market and the organic fiber supply. The seminar helped to raise awareness in Asia about 
the market potential, and we were able to discuss key issues like certification needs and supply chain cost expectations. 
!



NORDSTROM!

SPEECH: CONT. 

One solution that came out of our discussions and research was to create a fiber pool of organic cotton, and I’d like to share a bit about 
what that means and how we went about doing it... 
First, we had to analyze our production plans, project our internal demand for cotton over the next year, 
and to find a cotton merchant who could draw on a global supply of organic cotton. 
We began working directly with a cotton merchant who could offer a confirmed supply, guaranteed price, guaranteed quality, and 
availability for any of our Suppliers --- in exchange for our commitment to purchase a specific number of pounds. 
We then worked to connect our merchant with our yarn spinner, who agreed to purchase the cotton. We continued to work to connect 
the right parties along our Supply Chain, and we contracted with them individually . 
To ensure the entire chain worked smoothly, we provided a guarantee for each Supplier that the next would buy; and if, at the end of 
the year, there was any left-over cotton, we guaranteed that we would pay for the unused fiber or yarn. 
You might ask why we didn’t just buy the fiber ourselves and hold it. Technically, we could have – but, as a fashion retailer, our expertise 
doesn’t lie in these areas. It would have required warehouse space, customs paperwork and due diligence in other areas that our 
manufacturers are already experts in. We wanted to focus on the finished apparel item, allowing our Merchandisers to continue to buy 
product where they want, and making sure that organic cotton was available when and where they needed it. 
This initiative is still in its infancy – our first shipment is due to occur this week – but by focusing on each point in the supply chain and 
helping each manufacturer to overcome real or perceived obstacles, we hope to see benefits in price, quality and lead time. 
Each of our contracts guarantees price for the next link in the chain, and as we took measures in our contracts to specify quality, 
particularly with our yarn broker, we hope to remove both of those variables. 
We also hope to see lead time improve dramatically. Rather than expecting each of our garment suppliers to find their own sources of 
organic cotton, because we committed to a certain quantity we’ve guaranteed that organic yarn will be available when we need it. 
We also hope to see benefits for Suppliers at every step of our Supply Chain – our Cut & Sew suppliers to continue to use their own 
mills; our mills to have a reliable source of yarn; our Yarn Spinner to have a reliable source of organic cotton; and our Cotton Merchant 
to have guaranteed projections for their organic cotton business. 
If all goes as we hope it will, this could be a real boon for all involved, and could potentially change the face of manufacturing Supply 
Chains by ensuring the supply of organic cotton in the future.... 

[Sample edited for length] 



NORDSTROM!

NEWSLETTER: SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY NEWSLETTER DESIGNED TO COMMUNICATE STATUS WITH 300+ FACTORIES, 10 AGENT 

COMPANIES, AND INTERNAL DIVISION 



NORDSTROM!

NEWSLETTER: CONT. 
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NORDSTROM!

NEWSLETTER: CONT. 
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NORDSTROM!

FLA REPORT: PORTION OF FAIR LABOR ASSOCIATION REPORT, WRITTEN PER REQUIRED FORMAT AND PUBLISHED AT FLA.COM 

 
C. Program and Staff Changes 

1. Gladys [X], located in Hong Kong, has been contracted to serve as Regional Program Manager in China, Hong Kong, and Macau. 
She is responsible for conducting audits and trainings, and performing remediation work and workshops with Factories in these areas, 
exclusively on Nordstrom’s behalf. 

2. In 2007, Nordstrom Social Responsibility launched a Continuous Improvement Program (CIP) and began rolling the program out to 
select factories in China. The CIP methodology aims to increase factory cooperation and compliance through fostering trusting 
relationships and by establishing flexible, long-term, and attainable remediation goals. 

3. The SR Program Managers, along with members of Nordstrom Brands, traveled to China in September to conduct two Program 
Update/CIP trainings with SR Regional Program Manager, Gladys [X]. With two trainings in Dongguan and one in Hong Kong, Gladys 
and team delivered important information about this new program to 100 attendees representing over 50 Factories. 

Key themes of the trainings – Collaboration, Transparency, and Continuous Improvement methodology – were received very well 
and were given positive feedback. 

4. Laura [X]’s management role expanded to cover all functions of the Social Responsibility Department, and our department’s 
Monitoring Standards Group was disbanded in favor of the new Integration model, which places Program Managers in direct 
relationships with NPG Brands. In this new model, new factories are initiated in collaboration with Sourcing Managers, Production 
Planners, Social Responsibility Program Managers, and other Brand members. 

5. The Integration model has focused the 3 local Program Managers in a different way than in past. The Program Manager’s 
responsibilities are to work with factories that need in-depth training, remediation and/or projects to reduce their audit risk score; 
review and follow-up on outstanding Corrective Action Plans; work in close concert with NPG Brands to facilitate a unified approach 
to responsible sourcing and to engage Factories in a cohesive manner; etc. 


